INTRODUCTION
Vector addition systems (VA%) or equivalent formalisms like Petri nets (PNs) are widespread tools for the modelization of systems [lo, 161. These systems are characterized by the set of all possible sequences of actions described by the associated language. So, there have been a lot of studies in the field of VAS languages or PN languages [4, 7, 16, 223 . It has been shown that all these languages are contextsensitive [16] , and that some are not context-free. Conversely, there are context-free languages that are not VAS languages. In [15] , Peterson raises the problem of the characterization of those VAS languages that are context-free. The main result of this paper is to give a characterization of (free labelled) vector addition systems that have a context-free language associated with them, and to show that this characteristic property is a decidable one.
Since it has been proved by Ginzburg and Yoeli [6] , and also by Valk and Vidal-Naquet [21] (in terms of Petri nets) that it is decidable whether the language associated with a vector addition system is rational, our result completes the knowledge of the relations between VAS languages and the classical Chomsky's hierarchy.
To get this result, we develop several tools that we believe to be of interest by themselves.
The paper is divided into two parts: the first one is devoted to the presentation of these tools, while in the second one, we prove our decidability result. Most of the notions and results of this paper were first presented in terms of PNs in [lS] .
PART I: TOOLS
In this part, we present several tools for the study of the languages associated with vector addition systems. For any subsequence S of (1, . , k), S = (i l, i2, . . , i,), the projection of a k-tuple v on S is 17s(u) =(o(i,),u(iz), . . ..u(i.) ). If S is reduced to a singleton {s}, we denote it by n,(v). For a subset E of P", we note f7, (E)={177,(u) ( ZI~E}. 
Formal languages
The reader is supposed to have a basic knowledge of the theory of rational and context-free languages [2, 5, 81 ; in what follows, we only make precise our notations.
Let T be a finite set, called an alphabet, T* is the set of all finite strings (or words) on
T. For u in T*, 1~4 denotes the length of u. h is the empty word and T+ = T*\{h).
A word u is a prefix of v if there exists some w such that u = uw. The set of all prefixes of v is denoted by Pref(o) . This notation is extended to any set of strings: Pref(L)= (u \3veL, ugPref(v) 
If L=Pref(L), then L is said to be prefix-closed (in this paper, we deal mainly with prefix-closed languages). The relation "to be a prefix" is a partial order over T*, which is denoted as <. A word u is a factor of v if there exist some wi and w2 such that v = w1 uw2. A factor u is a proper factor of u if u # h and u # v. The set of all subwords of u is denoted as Sub(v) . This notation is extended to any set of words: Sub(L)= {u 1 &EL, u~Sub(u) }.
Let u and v be two words over T, the shuffle of u and v is the set uw t '={ul~l...u, u, Iul , ..., u, , vl , ..., v, ET*, u=u1u2...u, , u=u1v2...u, , }. Let L and M be two languages, the shuffle of L and M is the set L w M={w I3wL, 3u~M, WEU w u}.
Linear and strat$ed sets
We give some definitions [S] concerning linear and stratified sets.
Definition 0.1. Given subsets C and P of Nk, let L(C, P) denote the set of all elements in Nk which can be represented in the form co +x1 +x2 + ... +x, for some co in C and some (possibly empty) sequence of elements x1, x2, . . , x, of P. C is called the set of constants, and P the set of periods of L(C,P).
Theorem 0.5 (Ginsburg [S] ). Let LG wi wt . . . wx be a bounded language, and let w=(w1, w2, ..., w, ) . The following propositions are equivalent:
(ii) L is in g.
(iii) I/I; l(L) is a finite union of linear stratified sets.
(iv) L = $, (M) , where M is a semilinear set, jinite union of strati$ed sets.
VAS languages and iterahle factors

Iterable factors
We now introduce the notion of iterable factor for a language L. Definition 1.1. For a language L of T* and a word u in T+, we say that u is an iterable factor of L iff (VnEN) 
(T*u"T*nL#@).
We denote by Zter(L) the set of all iterable factors of L. u is an elementary iterable factor of L iff u is an iterable factor of L and no proper factor of u is an iterable factor of L.
Note that for a prefix-closed language L, u is an iterable factor of L iff (V~EN) (T*u"nL#@).
Example and counterexample _ every infinite rational or context-free language has an iterable factor (this is easily proved using the pumping lemma in any of its different forms). _ the language of square-free words does not contain any iterable factor.
The following lemma, although obvious, is useful.
Lemma 1.2. Let L be a language c T* and let u be an iterable factor of L. Zf w is a sesqui-power of u, i.e. w = (yx)' with u = xy and r > 0, then w is also an iterable factor
OfL.
Vector addition systems
We first recall the basic notions [lo, 163 about vector addition systems and their associated languages.
Definition 1.3. A k-vector addition system is a triple A=(T, cp, a), where T is an alphabet, cp : T* -tZk is a morphism, and c( is a k-tuple of Nk.
We omit the integer k whenever it can be understood from the context. 
It follows from the definition that L(A) is prefix-closed and we can write
L(A)={w~T*(u+cp(Pref(w))cN~}.
Example. With k=4, let A= (T,cp,u) , where T= (tI,t2,t3,t4,t5}, a=[l,O,O,O] and dtI)=C-LLQa &)=CO, -LLOl, dh)=P,O, -LOI, (Ph)=C-3,0,0,11, rp(ts)= [7,0,0, -11 . [2, 0, 0, 0] 30, so that tlt2t3 is a legal word in A, u+ (~(t~ts)=[5,0,0,0] 30, but a+ (P(t4)= [ -2,O,O, l] and hence, is not 20, so, t4t5 is not a legal word in A.
We have a+~(tl)=[O,l,O,O]>,O, u+cp(t,t,)=[O,O,l,O]>O, u+rp(t,t,t,)=
Calling R(A) the subset of Nk of all vectors that can be reached from u by a finite sequence of additions of vectors in q(T), with the condition that, after each addition, the result is in Nk, we have R(A)= {a+ q(v) 1 veL(A)}. The well-known reachability problem is: given a k-VAS A = (T, cp, a) and a k-tuple b of Nk, is b in R(A)? Kosaraju [12] proved that this problem is decidable, and Mayr [14] has given a proof of this result in terms of Petri nets. A first partial result was given by Hopcroft and Pansiot [9] .
If we restrict our attention to one coordinate, say the ith, and if we define the language L,(A) = { WET* 1 for all prefix v of w u [i] +~~~(v) [il>Oo) , it is clear that L, (A) is an iterated counter language (it follows from the definition: an iterated counter language is a language recognized by a pushdown automaton with only one stack symbol) and L(A) is, thus, the intersection of k iterated counter languages.
A coordinate i is bounded if there exists an integer no such that VEL(A)
The ith coordinate is unbounded otherwise. We note that Unb(A)= {iE [k] 1' z IS an unbounded coordinate of the k-VAS A}, and setting
Lu,,t,(A)= flieunb(A)Li(A) and J&~~(A)= r)i+~~b(.&(A), we have UA)=&,(A)n LBoun(A), and it is well-known
[lS] that LBaun (A) is a rational language; hence, the context-freeness depends primarily on the study of L",,,,(A) . It is very easy to see that every factor u of a word of a VAS language L = L(A) with cp(u) > 0 is an iterable factor of L (see Lemma 2.13). But in a VAS language L(A), there may of course be iterable factors u such that not(cp(u)>O) (in what follows, we bring them to evidence). To be more precise, we introduce the following definition. Definition 1.5. Let A = (T, cp, a) be a k-VAS and w be an iterable factor of L(A). We set
is the negative support of w.
II~(I~={p~Clnb(A)(cp(w)[p]=O}
is the zero support of w.
Iferable factors of a VAS language
We can give now more precise details about iterable factors of VAS languages, proving some technical lemmas that will be useful in the sequel.
We begin with iterable factors having no negative support. Lemma 1.6. Let A=(T,cp,a) be a k-VAS and u,wo, wl,w2 be words in T* with u#h. lf q(u)30 then wouw,uw2~L(A) * wouuw,w2~L(A).
We call this the hoardation principle: if you have begun to give something you can give all at once, instead of giving from time to time.
Proof. Let f< wouuwl w2. Then (w,u')+cp(u) as wou'<wou, a+cp(wou')~O, and q(u)>0 by hypothesis, hence u+q(f)aO; or (c) j"= wg u*w; with w; <wl:
u+~ ( (ii) w~uw,EL(A) =z-wou+wI sL(A).
Proof. (i) is a consequence of (ii) and of the prefix closure of L(A).
(ii) (a) f<wOu with won in L(A), hence a+cp(f)>O; or (b) f= w0 u"u' with u'<u and n>O: Let A=(T,cp,a) with T={a,b,c}; cp(a)=(-l,l,l),
Let wo=h, wr=c and u=ab. w,uw,=abc~L(A) but w,w,=c$L(A).
Lemma 1.8. Let A = (T, cp, a) be a k-VAS and let u be a word in T '. Ifu is an elementary iterable factor of L(A), then every proper factor u of u satisjes not(q(u)>O).
Proof. Suppose that u=uouul with cp(o)>O. As u is an iterable factor of L(A), there is w. in T* such that wou= wo~ouul is in L(A). Hence, by Lemma 1.7(ii), wouou + is included in L(A), i.e. u is also an iterable factor of L(A), which is inconsistent with the assumption that u is an elementary iterable factor of L (A) . 0
The next lemmas show that there exist iterable factors having a nonempty negative support, and give some information about their relative place.
Lemma 1.9. Let A =(T, cp, a) be a k-VAS and aubu be a word of L(A). Zf q(u) 30 and
IJu(I _ c II u I/ ', then u is an iterable factor of L(A). More precisely: there exists
(x, y) 2 (1,1) such that cp(uXuy) b 0 and for every (r, s) in N* such that yr > xs, we have (au'bu"EL(A))* ((Vn, m~N, n2m, n#O)=>(au""bu"'"~L(A) 
)).
Proof. Choose z=Sup,,~~,II-{(-cp(u) 
aurbvs 'v' < au'bv'; hence, a + cp(au*bvs'v') 2 0; we have cp(urvs) > 0 and q(u) > 0, and by hypothesis n > m'. so, a+cp(f)20.
• 1 The two following lemmas are just generalizations of the preceding one.
LemmaL.10. LetA=(T, cp, , u, , v, , v, ~T+; wg, w1, w2, wJ, wqET (Vn, , ml 3 1) (n, 3mI) (nI #O) (w~u;'~~(w~u~w~)v;'~~(w~~~~~) 
EL(A));
then for nI and m, fixed, (Vn2,mz>, 1) (n,>,m2) (n2#O) ((w~u;'"~w~)u;~~*(w~~;L~~w~) 
~~~~w~EL(A)).
(ii) and (iii) are proved in a similar manner. 0 Lemma 1.11. Let A=(T, cp, ~, ~L(A) with u1, u2, . . . . u, ET+; wl, w2, . . . . w, 3rl, r2, ..., rnENsuch that w, u~w~u~...w, u~~L(A)~(Vm, , m, , ..., m, ~1)(m, ~m2~~~~~m, ) Proof. This lemma is proved by induction on n. For n= 2, it is true because of Lemma 1.9. Suppose that it is true for all integers <n. We prove it for n+ 1. 
The covering automaton
In this part we introduce two new notions: the first one is the notion of strong loop for a language in a finite automaton, and the second is the notion of iterating system relative to a loop. With these two tools, we construct from the well-known Karp and Miller's coverability automaton, a new automaton with stronger properties (this result was presented in [20] ).
Finite automata and strong loops
A finite automaton ~4 = <T, Q, 6, q,,, F) consists of an alphabet T, a finite set Q of states, a transition function 6 : Q x T+P(Q), an initial state q. of Q, and a subset F, included in Q, of final states. 6 is extended to a function S:,??(Q) x T*+.!?(Q) the canonical way: VGEQ, VueT*: 6(G,u)= u4EG8(qru) where 6(q,h)=q, 6( q, ux) = 6(6(q, u), x) for all q in Q, all u in T* and all x in T. A word u is accepted by A finite automaton J$ = (T, Q, 6, qo) can be viewed as a pointed, labelled graph with T as set of labels, Q as set of vertices and 6 as set of edges labelled by elements of T, the graph being pointed at qo. In the sequel, we apply the usual (basic) terminology of graph theory to finite automata: it must be understood that we refer in fact to the corresponding graph. In particular, we note Act(q) = { q'EQ I 3u~ T*, q'E6(q, u)} is the set of states accessible from q, and Coacc(q)= { q'EQ I3t.t~ T*, q&(q', u)} is the set of states coaccessible from q. A cycle in an automaton is a path going from a state q to itself: (q,x1,q1)(q1,x2,q2)...(qn_1,xn,q); w=x1x2...x, is then the label of the cycle. A simple path is a nonempty path that contains no factor that is a cycle, and a simple cycle is a cycle that contains no proper factor that is a cycle.
A finite automaton (T, Q, 6, qo, F) is reduced if all its states are accessible from q.
and coaccessible from F.
We shall make an intensive use of the following notions.
Definition 2.1. Let d = (T, Q, 6, qo, F ) be a finite automaton. A loop in d is a couple (q, w) such that (i) 3u~T* 1 qE(qo, u) (q is accessible from qo),
(ii) qE6(q, w) (there a cycle with label w going from q to q).
The first condition is of course true if d is reduced.
Definition 2.2. Let L G T* be a language and d = (T, Q, 6, qo, F ) be a finite automaton such that LsL (B) .
It should be noted that a loop is related to a finite automaton, but that a strong loop is not only related to an automaton but also to a language. Every time that L is understood, we speak of strong loop. Now, given a language L and a finite automaton d such that LcL (&') , it is an interesting property of d to have all its loops to be strong. 
Karp and Miller's coverability automaton
We now recall the construction of Karp and Miller [lo] (see also [7, ll] ), which yields a finite tree, called the coverability tree (also: reachability tree in [16] ), from which is derived a finite deterministic automaton recognizing a superset of L(A). The coverability tree of the k-VAS A = (T, 40, a) is a labelled tree whose vertices are labelled by elements of (NuJ)~ and whose edges are labelled on T. This tree and the labelling function 1 are defined simultaneously recursively in the following way.
(1) there is a vertex, labelled by u, which is the root of the tree, It has been proved by Karp and Miller [lo] that this algorithm yields a finite tree. They also proved numerous properties, some of which are recalled below. It is easy to see that, if there is a vertex labelled by s such that s[i] = o, then the ith coordinate is unbounded.
From the coverability tree, one can derive a finite deterministic automaton, the graph of which is obtained by identifying a vertex having the same label as one of its ancestors with this ancestor. Formally, the graph of the automaton is obtained by the preceding algorithm except that whenever there exists a vertex g, ancestor of e, having label h with h=s', instead of creating a new vertex e', labelled by s' (that would be a leaf), and an edge (e, f, e'), going from e to e' and labelled by t, one simply creates an edge (e, t, 9). The finite automaton (T, Q, 6, qo), where Q is the set of vertices of this graph, q. is the vertex corresponding to the root of the tree, 6 is completely defined by the edges of the graph, and all states are final states, is called, in the sequel, the coverability automaton of a k-VAS A, and denoted by ??(A).
Example. Using the same example, we get Fig. 2 .
Clearly, this automaton is a finite deterministic automaton, and 1 labels the states of this automaton.
In the sequel, we write, for a state q, q (ii) CWCkI) PM3 (qCil= )I (' w S-z is an unbounded coordinate).
Moreover, this automaton has the following properties.
Proposition 2.4 (Karp and Miller [lo] ). Let %(A)= (T, Q, 6, qo) be the coverability automaton of a k-I/AS A = (T, cp, a), and let b be a k-dimensional vector of nonnegative integers, then the two following statements are equivalent: Proof. It is enough to prove it for all t in T, to get the result for all u in T+. The question being: is it possible to fire the transition t when we are in q? We assume that q is accessible from qo. Let x1,x2, . . . . x, be the labels of all the elementary loops that can be found on the elementary path from q. to q and w be the label of this elementary path. We assume that these elementary loops are strong loops (see below). Then there exists a wordfsuch that 6(q,, f) = q andft is in L(A) if and only if there exist integers 3.isuch that ~(w)+~(t)+Ci,i,, ., up 3.. (Xi) 3 0. As there is a finite number of elementary loops, the decidability of this problem is due to the decidability of the problem of the existence of a positive solution to a finite set of integer linear inequalities [13] . 0 Thus, it is possible to remove all transitions that cannot be fired, and get a reduced coverability automaton, sharing the same properties as the coverability automaton.
From now on, we shall suppose that the coverability automaton is reduced. It must be noted that not all loops in Y(A) are strong loops for L(A) as shown in the same example (where we drop the letter d) (Fig. 3') .
We can see that ( q4, a) is a loop, but not a strong loop: if (WE T*) and (6( qO, w) = q4), then WE&X(U)* but abcu(a)*nL(A)= {abcu, ubcuu). Hence, for n> 1 there is nofin L(A) such that S(q0,f)=q4
andfu"EL(A).
(q5,a) is a strong loop because (V'~EN), (6(q0, (ubc) ")=q,) and (ubc)"u"~L(A).
However, the coverability automaton %(A) = (T, Q, 6, q0 ) has the following property.
then there is q'EAcc(qO) such that (q', u) is
This proposition is a consequence of Proposition 2.9 below, stating the close relation between iterable factors of L(A) and loops in g(A).
Proposition 2.9. Let A = (T, cp, a) be a k-VAS and let Y(A) = (T, Q, 6, qO) be its coverability automaton. A word u is an iteruble factor of L(A) ifund only if u is the label of a loop (q, u) in Y(A).
Proof. The "if" part is a consequence of Proposition 2.4. Let (q, u) be a loop in 9(A) = (T, Q, 6, qo) . We have: 6(q, U) = 4, and this implies by construction of 9(A):
On the coordinates j such that l(q) [j] we have l(q) + q(u) = l(q'). As on the bounded coordinates q(u) =O, l(q) = I( q'). As q is an ancestor of q', it follows from the construction that this equality implies q = q '. So, (q,u) is a loop in Y(A).
Let us now prove Proposition 2.8. Let (q, u) be a loop; from Proposition 2.9, u is an iterable factor, and we have (V'neN) (3fne T*) such that ~,u"EL(A). Given n, let us define the state q,, such that 6(a, fn)=qn and f,u"~L(_4). As the number of states is finite, there is an infinite subsequence of (q&N which is constant with q' as common value; so, (q', u") is a strong loop; hence, (q', u) is also a strong loop, in view of Lemma 2.5. G Corollary 2.10. For every iterablefuctor u ofL(A), there is a strong loop (q, u) in 9(A).
Proof. The proof is straightforward from Propositions 2.8 and 2.9. 0
Strong loops and iterating systems related to a loop
We have seen that in the coverability automaton of Karp and Miller there may exist loops that are not strong loops. In order to be able to prove that a loop is a strong loop, we introduce a new tool: the iterating system's notion. We prove that a loop is a strong loop iff there exists an iterating system related to this loop.
Definition 2.11. Let A = (T, cp, a) be a k-VAS and ??(A) = (T, Q, 6, a) be its coverability automaton.
Let (q, w) be a loop. An iterating system of length p related to (q, w) is a finite sequence (cc,,q,,u,,cr,,q, ,..., ~P-l,qP,uP,~P,q) with (i) for Obidp, aiET* qi~Q, and for 1 bidp, UiET+, S(q p,t(P) =q, and for 1 didp, 6(qi,Ui)=qi, (iii) c~u:a,u~ . ..a._,u~cc,wnL(A)#& satisfying the following property:
Lemma 2.12. Let A =( T, cp, a) be a k-VAS and %(A) = (T, Q, 6, a) be its coverability automaton. Let (q, w) be a loop, there is an iterating system of length p related to (q, w) if and only if there is an iterating system of length p' related to (q, w) with p'< k.
Proof. Let (~0,ql,u1,21,q2,...,C(p-l,qpr up, zp, q) be an iterating system of length p related to a 100~ (q, w) . Call Ti the set: uo~j<i II uj II+. The T,'s form an increasing chain of subsets of [k] . If Ti=Ti~l, then (ao,q,,u,,a,,q, ) ...) tli_1UiCli )...) Clp-l, qP, u,, clp, q) is an iterating system of length p -1 related to (q, w). It is a necessary condition: This is due to the fact that
If l(ui+l (I-c Uo~j~i ((uj((+, then 3ri such that for all coordinate p in (IUi+l (I-,
. By induction on i, we get the result. q
The following lemma is then obvious.
Lemma 2.14. Zf (IQ, ql, ul, aI, q2, . . , clp_ 1, qP, up, qr, c(r, q) is an iterating system related to (q,w) , then (VnaO) (Card(cq,u:cxiu: . ..a._,u,+cc,w"nL(A))=co).
Let us first give a characterization of a strong positive loop, i.e. strong loop with positive support.
Lemma 2.15 (Schwer [20]). Let (q, w) be a loop, then (q, w) is a strong positive loop ifl there is an iterating system of length 0 related to (q, w).
Proof. Suppose that (q,, q) is an iterating system of length 0 related to w. By definition q(w) 20 and as cc,w~L(A) then ~,w*EL(A), i.e. (q, w) is a positive loop which is a strong loop.
Suppose now that (q, w) is a strong positive loop, then by definition (%ET*) (6(a,a,)=q) and (cc~wEL(A)).
As q(w) 3 0, by Lemma 1. (a,,, 6(a, c(~) ) is an iterating system of length 0 related to w. 0 Proposition 2.16 (Schwer [20] 
). Let A =(T, cp,a) be a k-VAS and Q(A)=(T,Q,a,d)
be its coverability automaton. Let (q, w) be in Q x T+, then the following two sentences are equivalent:
(ii) There exists an iterating system related to (q, w) .
follows from Lemma 2.14.
(i)*(ii): Suppose that (q, w) is a strong loop, then by definition (V'~EN) (3fn~ T*) (G,f,)=q) @(q,w)=q andS,w"EUA)). We choose for each n a wordf, of minimal length. There are two possibilities for the infinite sequence ( Ifnl)na-o 0 f N: either it is bounded or not. In the former case, the same word may be chosen infinitely often: there is then an iterating system of length 0 related to (q, w). In the latter case, we can consider, without loss of generality, that Ifnl<lfn+ll and setf,=h,e, with Ih,l=n and hn+l=hn~,,+l, with x,+~E~'. From the infinite sequence, we can choose fn, and fn, with ~1~ <n, such that tiO is the minimal integer satisfying q(h,,,)< cp(h,l). Let us set LX~ =h,, and u1 =xno+ 1 . ..x.,. Then aoul =h,, and cp(u,)>O; hence, (6(a,cc,),u,) is a positive loop.
If II w /I -c 11 u1 II+ then the proposition is proved with the iterating system (~o,~(~,~o),~l,~(a,ao),e,,,q).
If not, we have to consider the set of coordinates
some negative coordinate of I( w I/ -. This set has a cardinality strictly smaller than Card( 11 w/I -). So, we repeat the same argument until we eliminate II w II-. The number of times we repeat the argument gives the length of the so-built iterating system related to (q, w). 0
Proposition 2.17. Let A = (T, cp, a) be a k-VAS and $(A) = (T, Q, 6, a) be its coverability automaton. Let (q, w) be in Q x T +; one can decide whether (q, w) is a strong loop of 9(A)
or not.
Proof. From Proposition
2.9 and Lemma 2.12, one has to decide if there exists an iterating system (c(,, ql,ul,til,qz, . . . . I,_ 1, qP, ug, zpr q) of length p (with p < k) related to (q, w). This is achieved in the following way: Take one state ql, u1 is such that
((ul \I-=8 if and only if u1 is in the shuffle of elementary loops labelled xl,x2...,xt such that cp(u,)=x l,<istl.i.cp(~i)>O. AS there is a finite number of elementary loops, the decidability of the existence of u1 such that G(q,,u,)=q, with 1) u1 /I -=8 is due to the decidability of the problem of the existence of a positive solution to a finite set of integer linear inequalities [13] . One has now only to care about the coordinates j that are not in II u1 II '. Then take a state q2 in Acc(q,), and repeat the same procedure, and so on. As p< k, there is only a finite number of sequences ql, q2, . . . ,qP to check. 0
The covering automaton
The fact that in the coverability automaton of L(A) some loops are not strong loops for L(A) leads us to define a new automaton.
Proposition 2.18. Let A =( T, cp, a) be a k-VAS and 99(A) be its coverability automaton.
There is an automaton, called covering automaton, %'(A)= (T, Q, 6, qo), that we can construct from Y(A), which satisfies (i) refinement property: L(A)cL(%'(A))sL(g(A)), (ii) loop accessibility property: (V(q, W)EQ x T+ such that (q, w) is a loop of%'(A)) (Vn+zN) (3f,~T*) (o(a,f,)=q and S(q,w)=q andf,w"EL(A)).
This automaton %(A) is constructed from 9(A) in the following way: Let (q, u) be an
elementary loop in 29(A) that is not a strong loop for L(A). This means that (InEN), (Vfsuch that &z,f)=q) (fw"#L(A)). Let r be the smallest integer such that (V~ET*) (6(a,f)=q and J%"EL(A))=-(n Gr). The state q is renamed into q(O), r new states
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(1) , . . . , q@) are created, and for all (q, t, q') in 6, this transition is replaced by the transitions:
(q'", t, q') with 0 < id r. Moreover, a path labelled by u is created going from q(i) to q(i+r) for 0 <i< r, all the states visited while doing the loop (q, u) being duplicated as many times as necessary, as well as all the parts of the graph accessible and coaccessible from these states.
Example. In our example (Fig. 3' ) the loop ( q4, a, q4) is not a strong loop: it can be fired only one time. The integer r is, so, 1, and we get the automaton %?(A) shown in Fig. 3 ". This automaton has the properties (i) and (ii) by construction, and this construction is effective since one can test for all elementary loops if it is a strong loop or not, and compute a maximal value for the iteration of a loop that is not a strong loop. For full details, we refer to [20] .
Moreover, the automaton %?(A) shares with %(A) several properties, among which we state here one that will be intensively used in the following.
Proposition 2.19. Let A = (T, rp, a) be a k-VAS and %'(A) = (T, Q, 6, qo) be its covering automaton; let (q,u) and (q',u) be two loops in %'(A) and let w be a word such that
6(q, w)= q'. Ifu and u are powers of two conjugated words (u=(xy)" and u =(yx)"), then either w is not such that w =(xy) "x, or 6( q, x) = q' and 6(q', y) 
Proof. In view of Lemma 2.5, we can take n = p = 1. Let (q, u) and (q', u) be two loops in %'(A) such that u =xy and u= yx (u and u are conjugated) and there exists w=(x~)~x such that S(q, w)= q'. As u=xy is a loop and %'(A) is deterministic, 6(q, xy)=q; so, 6(q, (xy)")=q; hence, 6(q, x)=q ' and S(q', y) 
Study of iterating systems
We show how iterating systems can be decomposed or reduced, and we introduce generalized iterating systems. In this part, we establish mainly a decidability property, that is necessary for the proofs of Part II. Let (4, w) be a loop, and let Y = ( cco, ql, ul, cc, , q2, . . . , qP, u, , , CI, , q) be an interating system of length p related to (q, w). We call width of 9 the integer
Definition 3.2. Let A = (T, cp, a) be a k-VAS and %'(A) = ( T, Q, 6, a) be its covering automaton.
Let ~= (cco,ql,u,,a,,q,,...,cc,_,,q,,u,,a,,q) be an iterating system of length p related to (q, w). 9 is an elementary iterating system if for all i (qi, ui) is an elementary loop.
Recall (Corollary 2.6) that an elementary loop (q,u) is a loop such that u is a primitive word. Definition 3.3. Let A = ( T, cp, a) be a k-VAS and +Z( A) = ( T, Q, 6, a) be its covering automaton.Let(q,w)bealoop,andlet9= (ao,ql,u,,a,,q, ,..., ap_l,qp,up,~p,q) be an iterating system of length p related to (q, w) and suppose that (qi,ni) is not an elementary loop.
Let ui=xuly and qi=b(qi,x) with (qi,uf) a 100~. If then (cco, 41, u, , al, q, , ..., 41, UI, h, ql(, YX, YCri, 4i+l, ..., Up, ap, 4) is an iterating system related to (q, w) called a decomposition of 9.
Remark that a decomposition increases the length of the iterating system, but strictly reduces its width (because I Uil = lull + 1~x1 and for all positive integers: n=m+I*3"+3'<3").
A has the covering graph %?(A) shown in Fig.  4 . Y=(qO, bcb, q3, bcb, h,q,) is an iterating system of length 1 related to (q3, b). It is possible to decompose it in: 9' =(qO, bcb, q3, bc, h, q3, b, A, q3), which is an iterating system related to ( q3, b) that cannot be decomposed:
only bc is not an elementary loop, but as /) b /I -c II c I/ + and I/c II-s I/ b I/ +, there is no way to decompose it.
As this example shows, it is not always possible to get by decomposition an elementary iterating system from an iterating system. However, it is possible to decide whether or not an iterating system can be decomposed in a finite number of steps into an elementary iterating system (as there is a finite number of simple cycles in a cycle, one can try all the possible decompositions). Let (q, w) be a loop, and let 4 = ( Q, ql, ul, aI, qz, . . . , CQ,_ 1, q,,, up, a,,, q) be an iterating system of length p related to (q, w).
Suppose that, for some i, the loop (qi, ni) is not really necessary to iterate w, more preciselythereexistssomefixedvaluensuchthat (a,,q,,u,,cr,,q,,. ..,qi-1,ui-1,~i-1 ZJ; CQ, qi+ 1,. . . , clp_ 1, qP, up, a,, q) is an iterating system related to (q, w). This new system, of length p-1, is called a reduce of 9.
Remark that a reducing of an iterating system reduces both its length and its width, and that it is easy to decide by inspection whether an iterating system can be reduced or not. In particular, if there is an i such that II Ui I/ + E U,, j<i (I Uj II +, then the iterating system can be reduced. Remark also that, as the unions U,, j<i 11 Uj)) + forms an @q+L@L& [l, Ol IOIl1 [ UJ 301 increasing chain when i is increasing, an iterating system of length greater than k can always be reduced.
Definition 3.5. Let # be an iterating system related to (9, w). 9 is a minimal iterating system if it is not possible to reduce it.
Iterating the operation of reducing, every iterating system can be transformed into a minimal iterating system, but, depending on the way the reductions are done, this does not lead to a unique minimal iterating system in general, as shown by the following example.
Example. Let A=(T,q,O) be a 2-VAS with T={a,b,c,d) and
A has the covering graph W(A) shown in Fig. 5 . #= (q,,,a,q,,a, b,q,, b,3L,q2,c, h, q2 ) is an iterating system related to (q2, d) . From this iterating system, one can get , a, ql, a, b, q2, c, h, q2) which is a minimal iterating system of length 2 related to ( q2, d), but one can get also 9 U = ( qO, ab, q2, b, h, q2) which is a minimal iterating system of length 1 related to (q2, d). (NO,ql, uI,tlI,qz ,..., ~P_l,qP,uP,azP,q) be an iterating system of length p related to (q, w) . It is decidable, for any integer k, whether 9 can be transformed or not into an elementary minimal iterating system of length at most k, by operations of decomposition or reducing.
Proposition 3.6. Let A = ( T, cp, a) be a k-VAS and 59 (A) = ( T, Q, 6, a) be its covering automaton. Let (q, w) be a loop, and let Y=
Proof. As the width of the iterating system strictly decreases with the two operations, and at each step there is a finite number of possibilities, there is only a finite tree of possibilities to explore. 0
To end this section, we introduce the notion of a generalized iterating system, that plays the role of iterating system, but in relation with a sequence of loops. Let Y=((pI,wr), (p2,w2),...,(pr,wI)) be a sequence of r loops such that pi+ 1 l Acc(p,) for all i<r. An r-generalized iterating system related to 9 is an ordered set Y= (a0,q1,u1,u1,q2 ,..., c+l,qP,uP,~P,q;~l ,..., fir) 
S(q,fii)=pi and ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ is an iterating system related to (pi, wi).
Dominating coordinates
We introduce in this paragraph our last tool: the notion of a dominating coordinate. Clearly, the relation of domination between coordinates is a pre-order. There is a dominating coordinate iff there is a maximum element for the order associated. -4, -11 . The inequalities associated with the first and second coordinates are 6.x1 -2 'x2 -4.x3 20 and 4.x, +x2 -xj 30, respectively. Now every 3-tuple of integers (x1, x2, x3) satisfying the first inequality satisfies the second. Hence, the first coordinate dominates the second one with respect to {II, 6, c}. As there are only these two coordinates, the first coordinate is a dominating coordinate with respect to {a, 6, c).
Let u1 , u2,. . . , u, be t k-tuples of Zk, and let H, and K, be the sets defined as above.
For each coordinate p, we set H,' =H,n{x~R'lx>O) and K~=K,~{XER'IX=O}. ,u2 ,..., u,}, and by C3(u1,u, ,..., u,; p, q) , the condition: the coordinate p dominates the coordinate q with respect to { ul, u2,, . . , u,}. (uI,u2 ,..., u,) holds or not.
Proof. To decide @3 (ur,uZ,... ,ut) , it suffices to check @3 (uI,u2,...,ut;p,q) for all p and q in [k] . It remains to prove that @3 (u,, u2,.. ,u,;p, q) To end this section, we prove a proposition stating that, given a set oft k-tuples of Zk, such that all these t k-tuples have for all coordinates the same sign, then either there is a dominating place or there are two coordinates such that the equations associated with these two coordinates have a nonzero positive common solution. (Though this condition may seem a very particular case, we will have to deal with it in the next part.)
Let n be the number of k-tuples for which the coordinates are all positive and m the number of k-tuples for which the coordinates are all negative (so that n+m= t). qA, is defined by: VXER", ~Aj(x)=~~liiIXiA [i,j] , and in the same way, qej is defined by: VXER", ~sj(X) =C,,i,mxiB[i,j] . Moreover, we define ~j: R"+"'HR by:
Note that the positive half-plane and kernel of Definition 4.1 can be written with this notation: Hi= { XER"+~ Icpj(x)>O) and Kj={x~R"'mIcpj(X)=O}, respectively. 
PART II: DECIDABILITY OF THE CONTEXT-FREENESS OF A VAS LANGUAGE
Introduction
The proof of the decidability of the context-freeness of a VAS language is somewhat complicated since many conditions of different nature are interfering. Let us summarize the way this proof is achieved.
(1) A characterization of context-free VAS languages is given. This characterization is a conjunction of various conditions such as the existence of a dominating coordinate with respect to specified sets of elementary loops, or the fact that some sets have to be stratified sets, etc. Each condition is itself a "simple" condition that has to be verified by a specified set of elements. All these specified sets are derived from the covering automaton of the VAS language, defined in Section 1.2. (2) The proof of the decidability of this characteristic property is done. Since it has been established before (part I) that these "simple" conditions involved are all decidable, it only remains to prove that for each condition, these simple conditions have to be checked for finite sets of elements.
In the sequel, we will have to prove that a number of languages are not contextfree. This is done using Ogden's lemma, which is a necessary condition.
Ogden's lemma (Harrison [S] From a language-theoretical point of view, all the proofs of noncontext-freeness of a language that we will have to do, are very easy to achieve: using the closure under intersection with regular sets of the family of context-free languages, in every case but one, it suffices to prove that a bounded language is not context-free.
In our proofs, we shall take advantage of the covering automata constructed in part I. If A is a k-VAS and %?(A) = ( T, Q, 6, a) is its covering automaton, we let for all 4 in Q, %(A), be the automaton %'(A) reduced to the states accessible from u and coaccessible from q, q being the only final state of $?(A),. As %'(A) is deterministic, 
A first necessary condition
We are now ready to start our first necessary condition for a k-VAS to be context-free. This first condition deals with the nature of iterating systems related to an elementary loop.
Lemma 1.1. Let A =( T, cp, a) be a k-VAS and %(A)= ( T, Q, 6, a) be its covering automaton. Let (q, u) be a nonpositive elementary loop. If L(A) is context-free, then
there is an iterating system of length 1 related to it.
Proof. Let R be the rational set recognized by V(A) with q as single accepting state, i.e. by the automaton:
We mark in fu" N times the first letter of u. According to Ogden's lemma, there is a factorization ~xfiyy of fu" with either LX, x and /!l or 8, y and y containing at least one marked letter, such that { ctx"lJy"y( n>O}cL(A)nR .u*. We shall examine these two cases, but in both cases, it follows from this inclusion that cp (x) >O and cp (xy) >, 0. Recall (Corollary 1.2.6) that u is a primitive word.
First case: Suppose that CI, x and fi contain each at least one marked letter. There is then an overlap between x and ui, and as { crx"py"y ) n > 0} c R u*, ax" is, in fact, a left factor off. u *; so, x * is included in the set Factors (u *). As u is a primitive word, it follows from this inclusion that x must be a sesqui-power of U, and there is a contradiction between rp (x)20 and u is not a positive loop (cf. Lemma 1.1.2).
Second case: f=axjl'
with p' left factor of p, and y is a factor of uN containing at least one marked letter. Here again the inclusion { clx"fiy"y 1 n 3 0} c L (A) n R . u* implies that y is an iterable factor of R u *. Here we take advantage of the particular form of the rational set recognized by %?(A): as q(x)>O, x is the label of a loop in %?(A), and { ctxpy"y 1 n 30} c R . u*. As u is elementary, u cannot be decomposed; so, y has to be a sesqui-power of u. So, we have that q(y) is not positive, which implies q(x)>0 (strictly (ax,,q,,x2x1,x2/j',q) is an iterating system of length 1 related to (q,u) . 0
Recall (Definition 1.3.5) that an iterating system related to (q,u) is a minimal iterating system if it is not possible to reduce it.
Lemma 1.2. Let A =( T, cp, a) be a k-VAS and E(A)= ( T, Q, 6, a) be its covering automaton. Let (q,w) be a loop. If L(A) is context-free, then every minimal iterating
system related to it is of length at most 1.
Proof. Let CY=(c10, q1, u1, c11, q2 , ... , up _ 1, q, , , up, LX, , q GL, x and y are sesqui-powers of Ui's. Using Ogden's lemma for L, marking every first letter of each w in a word f=EOuflMl ...c(~_~u~x~w~ of L, this word can be decomposed inf= ~xbyy such that { ctx"~y"y / n 3 0} z L, with y containing marked letters.
As L is itself contained in the bounded language aOu~ ax1 . xp_ 1 UP* C(~W *, this implies that y is a sesqui-power of w, and x a sesqui-power of w or of one Uj. The former case leads to 1) w jJ = $, and (q, w) is a loop, while the latter case leads to (1 w /I -G 11 Uj /I +, and ( xoufl x1 ~.clj_~,qj,Uj,Xj...c(p_~U~clp,q)is,for some iI,. . , i,, an iterating system (of length one) related to (q, w). In both cases, 9 is not minimal. q
Recall (Definition 1.3.3) that an iterating system is a decomposition of another iterating system if one of its constituting loops can be split into two parts in such a way that one of the parts can be iterated before any iterating of the other.
Lemma 1.3. Let A =( T, cp, a) be a k-VAS and W(A)= ( T, Q, &a) be its covering automaton. Let (q, w) be a loop. If L( A) is context-free, then every minimal undecomposable iterating system of length 1 related to it is elementarll.
Proof. Let .g = ( ao, q,, u, a,, q) be a minimal undecomposable iterating system of length 1 related to (q, w). We have: not(cp(w)>O), cp (u)>O and /( w (( -c I( u (( '. Suppose that .g is not elementary, i.e. u is not an elementary loop. This means that u can be decomposed into u = u 1 u u2, where L; and u2 ui are two loops. We set CY = c(~u~, a= u2 xl and x = u2 ui. Two cases arise.
First case: u contains a positive factor. This means that u =ui u'u2 with cp(u')>O.
We cannot have II w II -E II u' 11 + because jl w II -G II u' 11 + implies that 9 is decomposable, which is contrary to the hypothesis. As the loops involving u, u2u1 and w are pairwise distinct loops, we may apply Corollary 1.2.20'; saying that these two languages are in bijection with the languages {a"bmcP~p~min(n,m)}and{a"b"cP~pQm~n)(wherea,bandcareletters),respectively. And it is well known that these two languages are not context-free (see [S] 
x~~~~~'u'~L, and l(i) is the largest integer s such that ~u~(')x~(~)u~(~)x~(~) .,. u~(~)x~EL. It is easy to see that this last word
is the shortest word of L containing XI(~) as a factor. Let us give an intuitive vision of these words: We depict the words of L by a (two-dimensional) broken line, a horizontal segment of length 1 standing for each u and a vertical one for each x, as for example the word ~uxuuxuuxxu depicted in Fig. 6 . L is then exactly the set of words depicted by those broken lines lying between two half-straight lines, the gradient of the first one defined by the smallest quotient between the positive coordinates of u and the corresponding negative coordinates of x, and the gradient of the second one by the smallest quotient between the positive coordinates of x and the corresponding negative coordinates of u. Coming back to our proof that L is not context-free, we consider the wordsf, of L depicted by a broken line going from one half-straight line to the other, and ending with a maximal vertical line.
Supposing that L satisfies Ogden's lemma with a constant N, the word fhi=CW Ul)Xr(i)UkW . ..u k(N)~l(N), with every first letter of the last k(N) subwords u as marked letters, has a factorization py/?zy satisfying { pypj3zpy I p 2 0} c L with either p, y and fi or j?, z and y containing at least one marked letter. In the former case, taking p = 0, we get in L a shorter word containing xJtN), which is impossible, and in the latter case, taking p = 2, we get a word in L beginning with CYU~(') x'(i)rk(').
ukcN)+ ', which is contrary to the maximality of k(N). 0
Let us illustrate this case by an example.
This 2-VAS has a covering automaton %'(A) shown in Fig. 7 . The words fn=bcb2c2 . . . bklcki.. . bknckn with ki = 2' are depicted by a broken line going from one half-straight line to the other (see Fig. 8 ). The word fn This case is the only case, throughout the paper, where a nonbounded language is used to prove that L(A) is not context-free.
We can now state our first necessary condition.
Proposition 1.4. Let A = ( T, q, a) be a k-VAS and %?(A) = ( T, Q, 6, a) be its covering automaton. If L(A) is context-free, then thefollowing condition holds:
For every iterating system ~= (tlO,ql,ul,a,,q,,...,a,_,,q,,u,,cc,,q) related to a loop (q,w), every minimal undecomposable iterating system related to it obtainedfrom 9 by reductions and decompositions is of length at most 1 and elementary.
Proof. The proof is straightforward from the preceding lemmas. 0
Definition 1.5. Let A =( T, cp, a) be a k-VAS and %'(A) = ( T, Q, 6, a) be its covering automaton.
Let (q,w) be a loop, and let C~= (cr,,qI,u,,~I,q2 ,..., ~P_l,qP,uP,~P,q) be an iterating system of length p related to (q, w). We note @II (Y, (q, w)), the condition: the iterating system 9 can be transformed into an elementary minimal iterating system, of length at most 1, by operations of decomposition or reduction.
Corollary 1.6. Let A= (T, 40, a) be a k-I/AS and %?(A) = ( T, Q, 6, a) be its covering automaton. If L( A) is context-free, then the following condition holds:
(Pl) Foreveryiteratingsystem4= (cco,ql,ul,cc,,qZ,...,Clp_l,qp,up,tlp,q) related to an elementary loop (q,u) , @II (Y,(q, u) ) holds.
This condition (Pl) is not a sufficient one, as can be seen from the following example.
Let A= (T,cp,O) be a 2-VAS with T={a,b,c,d}, O=[O,O] and cp(a)= [i,O] ,
This 2-VAS has a covering automaton q(A) shown in Fig. 9 . Let us examine the iterating systems related to loops labelled by c. As I/c I( -c I( a (( + and I/ c )I -n (1 b 11 + = 9, I( c /I -n II d 1) ' = g, any iterating system related to such a loop must contain a loop with an occurrence of a letter a. It is easy to see that all iterating systems related to (ql, c) can be reduced to (a, ql, a, h, ql) , that all iterating systems related to (q2,c) can be reduced to (u,qI,u,b,q2) or (ab,q,,a,h,q,) and that all iterating systems related to (q4, c) can be reduced to (ba, q4, a, h, q4) . The situation is symmetrical for loops labelled by d, and as q(a) 3 0 and cp(b)>O, loops labelled by a or b have their iterating systems related to them that can be reduced to systems of length 0, the conclusion of the corollary holds. However, the language L(A)=if~T*IVg[f:/gl.3lgI, and Iglb2(gld} is not context-free.
Remark. This example is not a counterexample to the converse of the Proposition 1.4, but only to the converse of the Corollary 1.5.
Other necessary conditions
The counterexample above shows that we have to add conditions to (Pl). In the sequel, we consider only k-VAS satisfying (PI). The iterative systems are then reduced to iterating pairs (in the worst case). As it is the case in the counterexample, if there are two iterating pairs such that the second element of the first one is between the two elements of the second pair, the language cannot be context-free. So, our next condition deals with the relative place of the iterating pairs in the iterative systems.
Let A be a k-VAS and %?(A) be its covering automaton, such that (Pl) holds. We consider sets of elementary positive loops and of elementary nonpositive loops. We note E+ ={(q, )I u u is elementary and cp(u)>O), we note EC={(q,u)lu is elementary and not(q(u)>,O)} and we define the sets for (q,u) % C4, vJ={(q', U)E&+IqEAcc(q') and lIvll-~llull+} and for (q,U) EE+, 9' (4, Uj = ((q', u) =-I q'EAcc(q) and II u/l -5 II u II ' }.
Definition 2.1. We note @2 ((p,u), (p',u'), (q,u) , (q',u') ), the condition: (4,~) and (q', u') are two loops in E , and (p, U) and (p', u') are two loops in E +, such that there existao,r,,cc2andcx,with6(qo,ao)=p,S(p,x,)=p',6(p',r,)=qand6(q,a,)=q'and such that /I u /I _c 1) u 1) + and /I u' 1) -c I/ u' I/ +, and such that either )I u I/ -is not included in llu'/I+, or )I t" /I -is not included in /I u /I + (or both).
We can state our second necessary condition.
Proposition 2.2. Let A = ( T, tp, a) be a k-VAS and %(A) = ( T, Q, 6, a) be its covering automaton such that (Pl) holds. If L(A) is context-free, than the following condition holds:
(P2) ~o~no(q,u),(q',u')in~-,(p,u),(p',u')in~+,@~ ((p,u) ,(~'u'),(q,u),(q',u')) holds.
Proof. It suffices to prove that, for all (q, U) and (q', u') in E -, and all (p, u) and (p', u') in .s+, if @2 ((p,u) , (p',~'), (q,u), (q',u')) holds, then L(A) is not context-free.
So, let (p, u), (p', u'), (q, u) and (q', u') be four loops such that @2 ((p, u) , (p', u') , (q, u) , (q', u') ) holds, and suppose that 11 u (1 -is not included in (1 u' 11 In the two cases, the language L is not context-free (see e.g.
Ginsburg [S]). Hence, L(A) is not context-free. 0
Let A = ( T, cp, a) be a k-VAS and %'(A) = ( T, Q, 6, a) be its covering automaton. We note -the equivalence on Q such that: q -q' iff qeAcc (q') and q'EAcc(q),
[q J the class of q modulo this equivalence, and d the order on the set of classes defined by
iff q'EAcc(q). It follows from the way %'(A) is constructed that this order d defines a tree. So, if we restrict our attention to one particular V(A),, where s is any state (i.e. to %?(A) reduced to the states that are coaccessible from s), and to the states concerned by this automaton, d becomes a total order on the classes of states. It is then possible to make an indexation of these sets. We call [j] the jth class in this order.
Lemma 2.3. For all (q, u) and (q', u') in E-with q -q', we haoe ~~,,,~=%2~q~,v~~.
Proof. Let (q, u) and (q', u') be two loops in E -such that q -q' and @(q,v) #%(,,,,,,.
Either there is (p,u) in %(4,vJ such that /I u' )I -is not included in 1) u )I +, or there is (P', u') in ~@w,,~) such that /I u II -is not included in I( ~'11 +. Suppose that (P, u) ((p,u) , (p',u'),(q,u) , (q',u')) holds. If
then there exist tlo,c(1,c12 and ~1~ such that 6(qo,ao)=p ', 6(p',ccl)=p, &p,@A=q' and 6(q',a3)=q, C2((p',u'),(p,u) 
More necessary conditions
The necessary conditions obtained so far are "rough" since they do not take into account the values of the vectors, but only their signs. From now on, we will consider these values. In this section, we establish a new necessary condition dealing with dominating coordinates. The intuitive idea behind this condition is the following: if we take a set of vectors corresponding to a set of elementary loops that need no loop outside the set to be iterated, the set of all words that are in the associated language, and obtained by iteration of these loops, corresponds to a set of coefficients that has to satisfy an inequality for each coordinate. So, if we have (at least) three vectors and two independent coordinates, we come to a set of words of the form: (clui/?v'ywk 1 i,j, k satisfy two independent inequations}, a set which is in general (and in our cases) not context-free.
IO,01
Iw,wl In the sequel, we consider only k-VASs satisfying both (Pl) and (P2). Let F be a set of loops, we note label (F) the set of labels of the loops of F, i.e. label (F)=(wI3qeQ,(q,w) EF}. Proof. We define /I ^Y-11 --as the nonempty set of all coordinates satisfying the condition:
VI) --=(pl VuElabel(Y), cp(u)[p]<O).
It is clear that if there exists a dominating coordinate, it must be among the coordinates in II V /I --(if a vector has a nonnegative coordinate besides its negative coordinates, this nonnegative coordinate cannot dominate them; hence, cannot dominate a coordinate in I( Y I/ --). Ab absurdo, let us suppose that the language associated with the k-VAS is contextfree and that there is no dominating coordinate relative to VU. We distinguish two cases, depending on whether every coordinate in 11 "ITi 1) -is dominated by a coordinate in ((Y/l--, or not. First case: every coordinate in /I %i 11 -is dominated by a coordinate in II u I/ --. In this case, we have to prove that, if the language associated with the k-VAS is context-free, there is a coordinate in // V 11 --dominating all other coordinates in this set (relative to I',,). So, we only have to consider the restriction of the vectors of I',, to the coordinates in 11 V/I --, and for it, we are in the situation described in the hypothesis of Proposition 1.4.10, i.e. for each vector, the sign is the same for every coordinate in 1) -Y-/I --. So, we know from this proposition that either there is a dominating coordinate, or there is a nonzero positive solution to the set of inequalities: {~~,j~,xjujCPI+C~~j~syjUj [P] 3 0 ( for all p 1. To complete the proof, if suffices to show that in this last case, the language associated with the k-VAS is not context-free. Let p and q be two coordinates, none of them dominating the other, let (X1,%,..., x,, y,, y,, . , yJ be such a nonzero solution to the set of inequalities, and suppose that L(A) is context-free. Let then N be the Ogden's constant of the language L=L(A)nclul *uz . ..u.?vfu~...u: . The tuple (Nxi, Nxz ,..., Nx,,Ny,, Ny, ,..., Ny,) is also a nonzero solution of the set of inequalities because we deal with linear inequalities. Call f the word of L corresponding to this last tuple, i.e. f= cl$x u;=. . . lplp~ up . . . ups, and call image of f the point in the (r + s)-dimensional space of coordinates (Nx,, Nx2 ,..., Nx,, Ny,, Ny, ,..., NY,). Let us mark N times the first letter of a factor, say Vi, in the word f. The Ogden lemma says that there must be an iterating pair, and that when this pair is iterated, the words obtained have to be in L. So the (r + s)-tuples corresponding to these words obtained from f by iteration have to be solutions to the inequalities relative to all coordinates and, in particular, to both the inequality relative to p and to the inequality relative to q. When we iterate the pair, all the words obtained have images in the (r +s)-dimensional space in a straight line since we always add the same values. But, if all words obtained by iteration are such that the corresponding (r+s)-tuples are solutions to the inequality relative to q, then, the straight line must be parallel to the hyper-plane defined by the equation associated to q, and this line crosses the hyperplanes defined by the equation associated to p. So, some word fi obtained by iteration has an image which fails to be a solution to the inequality relative to p. Conversely, if all words obtained by iteration are such that the corresponding (r +s)-tuples are solutions to the inequality relative to p, some & among them has an image which fails to be a solution to the inequality relative to q, as shown in Fig. 11 .
So, one word obtained by iteration, which according to Ogden's lemma should be in the language, does not verify one of the inequality defining the language; hence, a contradiction.
Second case: some coordinate in (1 pi 11~ is not dominated by a coordinate in [IV II--. In this case, we consider the nonempty set of coordinates that are not in II V (I --, and are not dominated by a coordinate in I/ Y II --. In this set, there is a coordinate q which is not strictly dominated by any other coordinate of this set. Call 1 2, . . . , v,} the subset of all elements v of ^Y-such that q(v) [q] < 0, and call v' an eyeimtnt of V not in this subset (v' exists because, otherwise, q would be in 1) V II --). Let {u~,u~, . . . , a,) be a subset of elements of %j such that (( Y Ij -s (1 {ul, u2 which also satisfies the two conditions. As u' cannot be iterated alone, it mist be iterated with some Uj, and erasing both terms of the pair would lead to a contradiction with the condition (i). Hence, L(A) is not context-free. 0
cp(v)[p]<O, then either there exists (among the coordinates satisfying this condition) a dominating coordinate relative to label (Eli)) or the language associated with the k-I/AS is not context-free.
Proof. In the preceding lemma, we can choose for Y any subset of vii, and for "%I any set of elements u Of @j with jES' (i) (i.e. such that I( pi (I -c II u I( + with the states in [i] accessible from the 100~ labelled by u). As %< = v:u( uj~~+ti)@j), one only need to apply the lemma choosing Y = pi and % = IJjc-a+ tij%j.
q Now we will show that the condition that we stated in Lemma 3.1 must be verified in a context-free VAS language.
Lemma 3.3. lf the language L associated with the k-VAS is context-free, then for all classes Of states [i], 3pE II Vi II-such that VvElabel(Yt), ~p(~)[p] <O.
Proof. Let u be the label of a positive loop such that 11 pi II-E 11 u II +. For all v, label of a nonpositive loop in ^y, and all V, set of labels of loops in pi not containing v, we consider the language Lnu* V*v*. To this language is attached an integer given by the Ogden's Lemma. Let N be the maximum of all Ogden's lemma integers attached to such languages Lnu* V*v*. For the sake of clarity, in this proof we drop the (fixed) words; this permits us to reach the loops considered. Let V=(vI,v2, . . . . v,} be the set of labels of the loops of "Y-, where Y is a subset of pi of maximum cardinality r, such that for at least one coordinate p, q(vt) [p] <O for all vi. Since K is not empty, -Y-is not empty either. Suppose that VIE 3(q, U)EViy cp(u) [g] 
This means that there exist (q, u) such that u is in label(Yi)\label(Y).
We know from the preceding lemma that there is a dominating coordinate pv with respect to V,. We are then in the following situation: for every coordinate p such that VUi: q(ui) This leads to Lnu*label(Y)*u* not context-free; hence, L not context-free, contrary to our hypothesis, the following way: taking uX""wvN (with w a word corresponding to nu?"), since not(cp(v)>O), ui is the second element of an iterative pair, the first element of which is uj, for some i and j > 0. If we put off these two elements, the remaining word should belong to L (according to Ogden's lemma), but it does not since it has U"W with n<x. m as a left factor, and u"w$L, by minimality of x. 0
We can state our third necessary condition. The proof is straightforward from the preceding lemmas. Cl
Last necessary conditions
The three necessary conditions brought to evidence in the preceding paragraphs are not sufficient, as can be seen in the following example.
Let A=(T,q,a) be a lo-VAS with T={al,a2,bl,bZ,c1,c2,dl,d2,~,P,~}, where (we shall call u~=u,u,, uz=blb2, vl=c1c2, vz=dld2) ~~~~=co , The reader may verify that this language is context-free (and so is L(A')). :cx,u2*...a,_,u: is context-free if and only if the corresponding set, which is precisely A,, is stratified. Hence, L(A) is not context-free. q
We can state our fourth necessary condition. Proof. The proof is straightforward from the preceding lemma. 0
We come now to our last necessary condition, following from the consideration of positive elementary iterable factors which can introduce a perturbation in the equations corresponding to a set of vectors W.
The following Supposing that there is a dominating coordinate with respect to W,, we know from Lemma 3.1 that this dominating coordinate is in the set: n joJ I/ Yj II--, the complete negative part of J; we note DOMZiV(J) the set of all dominating coordinates with respect to W,.
In the Proof. Suppose that L(A) is context-free, and that a set W= W,, for some J=Z*( j) with je[l, m], has a dominating coordinate s. Suppose then that there is no dominating coordinate in ZERO(J).
Let ul,uz, . . . . u, be the labels in UisJ~iv~i.
There are coefficients x1,x2, . . . . xt such that Cl<istxi(P(Ui) [r] >O for all r in ZERO(J), and Cl<i<txi(P(Ui)[r]=O for some r in ZERO(J) because the semilinear set of solutions of inequalities is nonempty. Note that the set of solutions of these inequalities is strictly bigger than the set of solutions obtained with the set of all coordinates because all dominating coordinates are outside ZERO(J). is not a stratified set. Hence, L(A) is not context-free, and we have a contradiction. 0
We can state our fifth necessary condition. (Pl) , (P2), (P3) and (P4) Proof. The proof is straightforward from the preceding lemma. 0
Proposition 4.5. Let A = (T, cp, a) be a k-VAS and %(A) = (T, Q, 6, a) be its covering automaton such that
All the conditions together are sufficient
In this section, we show that if a k-VAS A satisfies all the necessary conditions proved above, then the language L(A) associated is context-free. So, we get our characterization theorem. We recall first the definitions of the elementary conditions involved.
Let A = (T, cp, a) be a k-VAS and %?(A) = (T, Q, 6, a) be its covering automaton. Let (q,w) be a loop, and let ~= (~o,ql,ul,~l,qz, . . . , c+ 1, qp, up, clp, q) be an iterating system of length p related to (q, w). We note @Q (Y, (q, w) ), the condition: the iterating system 9 can be transformed into an elementary minimal iterating system of length at most one, by operations of decomposition or reduction.
We note CZ ((p, u) , (p', u'), (q, v), (q', v') 
For every iterating system 9 = (c (~, ql, ul, al, q2, . . . , mp_ 1, q,,, up, ctp, q) related to an elementary loop (q, u) , CQ (9, (q, u) ) is satisfied.
For no (q, v) , (q', v') in E-, (p, a) , (p', a') in E+ W(P, u), (P', ~'1, (q,v), (q', 0 is to decrease the number of stack symbols proportionally to its (negative) contribution to the representative of D (note that D may be smaller than the actual set D' such that zD, is on the top of the stack, and the proportionality factor is introduced because the representative of D' may be not the one chosen for D). Before this, it may be the case that there remain several symbols on the top of the stack pushed for elementary loops not in @; these remaining symbols are popped.
Claim 5.2. The pushdown automaton ~4 recognizes L(A).
Proof. Letfbe a word in L(A)
. From the analysis above, it implies several conditions, and d has been precisely constructed, to check these conditions. It follows that d recognizes f:
Conversely, let f be a word recognized by &. We shall prove by induction on the length of the left factors q off; that u + v(g) >, 0. The word q can be written: q = g'x with x a letter, and we have a + cp(g') > 0 by induction hypothesis. Taking off every loop in g', we get a short word h with v(h)=d, and ~p(g') =~'+C~i.cp(~j) with Cxi.Cp(Uj)aO.
Then either x is the last letter of an elementary loop in V, or not. In the behaviour of the automaton, when x is read, either it involves a move in the stack or not, respectively.
In the latter case, cp(q'x)=c+Cxi.
v(Uj) with c=c'+ q(x). c is among the values checked by d for which a+ c 3 0. So, we do have a+ q(q) 20. In the former case, q(g) = ~(9") + q(u) with x last letter of the label of an elementary loop (q, u). Of course, q belongs to some class [k] . For the set of vectors cp(u) concerned, there must be a dominating coordinate p, and, if cp(g") = c + xxi. q(Uj) with u + c + xxi. q(Uj) k 0, the fact that the automaton acceptsfimplies that (U + c + xxi, q(Uj) + q(u) Proof. The pushdown automaton constructed in the proof above is a deterministic pda. 0
Decidability and further comments
To achieve the proof of the decidability of the context-freeness of the language associated with a k-VAS it suffices now to show that each of the conditions involved in our characterization theorem is decidable.
Let us recall what tasks have to be done to check the characteristic condition.
We begin by some preliminary treatments:
(1) Construct the covering automaton q(A)= (T, Q, 6, a).
(2) Compute the equivalence N on Q: q-q' if and only if qEAcc(q') and q'EAcc(q), and the order < on the set of classes defined by We now come to the characteristic property: (5) Check that, for every (q, u) in E, and for every 9 in Y(q, u), CQ (Y(q, u)) holds. (7) Check that, for no (q, u),(q',v') in E-, (p, u), (p', u') in E+ C~((P, u), (P', u'), (4, v), (q', a')) holds.
This verijies the second necessary condition (Proposition X2.2.)
Only in the case of a positive answer at step (7), we have to do: For all states s in Q:
(8) Following Section 11.3, compute %?(A),, the covering automaton reduced to the states coaccessible from s, and do a numbering of the classes of states from 1 to k,.
(9) Compute for all i,j in [l, k,] the sets vi= { (q, V)EE-) qE[i]} and @j=((~,~)~~+Ip~ [j] and Ilr (p,u,#Q)}; compute also the sets Y-(j)= {iI Y'"iGVcp,u) and pE [j]) and $'(i)={jl%jG%~(q,vJ and qE[i]}, as well as the sets ~~=Yiuu(uj~~+(<)@j;.) and !Ei=%?iU (u~~~-(i,Yj) . Let us now check that each of these tasks is computable.
Task 1: Construct the covering automaton '%'(A)= (T, Q, 6, a).
The constructibility of the covering automaton was the aim of part I, Section 2 (see Proposition 1.2.18). This is a very basic operation of graph theory. Task 3: Compute the set E = {(q, u) 1 u is elementary}.
As u is elementary, its length is bounded; so, E is a finite set. Y(q, u) is a finite set.
Task 5: Check that, for every (q, u) in E, and for every 4 in Y(q, u), CII (9, (q, u)) holds. Proposition 1.3.6, asserts that, for all 4: related to (q,u), we can decide whether @II (9, (q, u) ) holds. As u and v are elementary, all these sets are finite. The conditions to be checked are easy. The decidability of @2((p, u), (p', u'), (q, v), (q', v')) is obvious. This automaton is simply the covering automaton reduced to the states coaccessible from s. (uj,~+(i)&j) and Xi=%~u(Uj~,,-(t) 
%'j).
The computation is easy. All these sets are finite. We have proved our main Theorem 6.1.
Theorem 6.1. It is decidable whether the language associated with a k-VAS is contextfree or not.
We can remark that in all the proofs we made that a language is not a context-free one, we used Ogden's lemma. More precisely, we use a consequence of this lemma: If L is a context-free language, there exists an integer N such that for all words f in L with at least N marked letters, there is a factorization clxfiyy off satisfying {~x"fiy"y 1 n z 0) c L with either a, x and /? or /?, y and y containing at least one marked letter, and either x/3y containing at most N marked letters, or there is a factorization a'x'a y' y' of p satisfying (axna'x'Pp'y'Py'yny 1 n, p > 0} c L with either a', x' and p' or /?,y' and y' containing at least one marked letter. Calling Ogden-like a language satisfying this property, a context-free language is Ogden-like and so are all its intersections with rational sets. It is known [3] that the converse is not true.
We did prove, in fact, the two following results. On the other hand, the proof of the sufficient condition of context-freeness has been made using a deterministic automaton. From Corollary 5.3, we get a proposition to be put aside with the preceding one.
Proposition 6.4. Zf the language associated with a k-VAS is context-free, then it is a deterministic language.
Conclusion
We have proved that it is solvable whether the language associated with VAS or with nonlabelled
PNs is context-free or not. We now know the position of any of these languages in the Chomsky hierarchy, which was the aim of the question asked by Peterson in [15] . There exist several families of Petri nets, depending on whether the transitions are labelled or not, allowing the empty word to be a label or not, and whether one specifies the final configurations or not. It is known [21] that it is unsolvable for labelled PNs with final configurations whether their language associated is rational. One can conjecture that it is probably so for context-freeness (even though the proof of [21] uses the stability of the rational sets under complementation). For other classes, the solvability of the problem of context-freeness could be carried out with the tools introduced here. Our proof has been achieved by giving several conditions among which we distinguish two categories:
The first one deals with a superficial knowledge of the behaviour of the loops, based only on the algebraic signs of the coordinates of the associated vectors. This led us to develop two tools: strong loops and iterative systems. The notion of strong loop has allowed to sharpen the Karp and Miller's graph to keep only the loops that may be useful. The notion of iterative system has allowed to get rid of simple cases of noncontext-freeness.
The second one deals with a more accurate knowledge of the behaviour of the loops, taking into account the values of the coordinates of the associated vectors. This led us to develop the notion of a dominating coordinate related to a set of vectors, that plays a crucial role with regard to context-freeness. We believe that the tools developed here are not just ad hoc tools, but are deeply related to VAS and PNs. They help to formalize, and hopefully give answers to natural questions that arise when dealing with VAS or PNs:
Finding dominating places (or coordinates) enables to reduce the number of places in the net. This is one of the usual concerns when dealing with PNs in practice, because they are often of a big size for a modelization of a system.
Trying to give a sharp approximation of the associated language by means of a rational language is justified by the fact that finite automata are much more simpler to handle than VAS or PNs, and have been studied extensively. To know the dependency relations between loops is essential for the knowledge of the net. These two points re-enforce the interest of the notions of strong loops and iterative systems. Along the same lines we proved for instance that for VAS languages, rationality is equivalent to the so-called I-11 condition [l] .
We believe that these notions can also be fruitfully used in the studies of other kinds of languages. For example, the bounded languages have natural rational covers, and it is possible to apply to them the theory of iterative systems.
